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We study the rate of uniform approximation to continuous functions f(x, J), Zn- 
periodic in each variable, in Lipschitz classes Lip(a, /I) and in Zygmund classes 
Z(r, /I), 0 < 61. p < I, by Cesaro means oEn(f) of positive orders of the rectangular 
partial sums of double Fourier series. The rate of uniform approximation to the 
conjugate functions,~“.O’,,~‘O~‘l, and f”.rr by the corresponding Cesaro means is also 
discussed in detail. The difference between the classes Lip(cc, /I) and Z(cc, /I), similar 
to the one-dimensional case, appears again when max(cc, /I)= 1. (Compare 
Theorems 2 and 3 with Theorems 4 and 5.) One surprising result is the following: 
The uniform approximation rate by ~i~(,f”,“‘) to.f”,“’ is worse in general than that 
by u;~~(,tf”~“) to fr’,” for f E Lip( 1, 1). In fact, the appearance of an extra factor 
[log(n + 2)]* in the former case is unavoidable (see Theorem 6). All approximation 
rates we obtain, with one exception, are shown to be exact, Two conjectures are 
also included. 1’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION: CONJUGATE SERIES AND FUNCTIONS 
Let ,f(x, y) be a complex valued function, 27r-periodic in each variable 
and integrable over the two-dimensional torus - 7c <.x, JJ d 71, in symbols 
* This paper was written while both authors visited Indiana University, Bloomington, 
Indiana, U.S.A., during the summer term 1985, and while the first-named author visited the 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A., during the academic year 1985/86. 
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f EL2nxZn. 
defined by 
where 
(j, k= . ..) 
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^ - 
We remind the reader that the double Fourier series off is 
S[f] = f f Cjke’(J”+ky), 
(1.1) 
j=-m k=-m 
Cik = Cjk(f) = l K 
i J‘ 
L 
(2n)Z -n 
f(u, ?I) e-i(ju+k”) du du (1.2) 
-* 
1, 0, l,...). The definitions of the three conjugate series are 
S(l.O)[f] = f. f ( -isignj) C,keWx+k.v) (1.3) 
.j=-r k=-a> 
(conjugate with respect to x), 
S(“-‘)[f] = f. f (-i sign k) Cjke’(J”+kY) 
,=-a kzpcc 
(1.4) 
(conjugate with respect to y), and 
s”,‘)[f] = f z (-i sign j)( -i sign k) C,kei(j-y+k-v) (1.5) 
(conjugate with respect to x and y). An interrelation among the series (1.1) 
and (1.3)-( 1.5) is expressed by 
S[f] + i3(1.0)[f] + iS(“~‘)[f] + i’S”,“[f] 
=c,+2 f c,,z’+2 f COk Wk + 4 f f CjkdWk, 
/=I k=l /=I k=l 
where 
z=e” and w = e” 
The corresponding conjugate functions are 
P”‘(X> Y) = -; J; Cf( 1 1 x+u, y)--(x-u, y)]2cot2udu, (1.6) 
J”“,“(x, y) = -a Jf [,f(x, y + u) -f(x, y - u)] ; cot; u dv, (1.7) 
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and 
-f(x + 21, y - u) +f(s - u, J’ - c)] 
x $ cot ; u + cot 4 tl du dc. (1.8) 
In (1.6)-(1.8) the integrals are taken in the “principal value” sense at the 
point u = 0, u = 0, and u = t‘= 0, respectively. It follows from the 
corresponding one-dimensional result that if,f E L,, x Zn, then f(‘.” and ,f@.’ ) 
exist a.e. Zygmund [ lo] proved that if ,fE L log + L,, x Zn, then ,T”,’ ) also 
exists a.e. 
Sometimes we shall write ,7”,“‘)(.~, y) = f”,“‘(,J s, IS), etc., indicating the 
original function whose conjugate is taken. 
Let f(x, y) be a continuous function, 2n-periodic in each variable, in 
symbols f e C,, x zn. The (partial) mod& of continuify off are defined for 
630 by 
and 
w,(f, d)=w,,,(f, 6)= sup max If(x+w .v-f(x, y)l 
lul<b 'i.i 
Obviously, both w,(J; 6) and w,.(J 6) are nondecreasing functions. 
We recall that the Lipschitz class Lip(cc, /I), 0 < ~1, fl< 1, is defined to be 
Lip(4 B)= {f~C2nxZn:~,(.f; 6)=Q63L) 
and w,.(J 6) = q6”)). 
Cesari [l] proved that if f 6 Lip(cc, c(), 0 <r 6 1, then the conjugate 
function 7 (‘.I ) is in Lip(cc’, c(‘) for each x’, 0 < z’ < r, but need not be in 
Lip(cr, CI). An analogous statement for f”,“’ and T(O,‘) was proved by 
Zhak [IS]. 
The (partial) moduli of smoothness of a function ,f‘~ Czn X ZH are defined 
for 630 by 
o,,,(f; 6) = sup max I f(.u + 24 y) +.f(x - u, y) - 2f(x, .r)l 
lulsn 1.I 
and 
%,.(f, 6) = su P max If(x, y+u)+f(x, y-II-?f(x, y)I. 
IL.1 s ii Y..I 
Clearly, both w2.JA 6) and w*,(f, 6) are nondecreasing functions; further- 
more, 
%,,(.L 6) G W,(f, 6) and %,,(f> S)G2w,(f, 6). (1.9) 
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We note that the Zygmund class Z(cl, p) (sometimes denoted by Ha,“), 
0 < 0, /I 6 2, is defined to be 
z(%P)= {fEGdn: o&f, 6) = O(P) and o,,.,(f, 6) = 1?(6”)}. 
It follows from (1.9) that, for 0 < c(, fl d 1, Lip(cr, p) G Z(cc, /I), while 
extending the familiar argument (see, e.g., [ 11, p. 441) from the one-dimen- 
sional case to the two-dimensional case, it is easy to see that, for 
0 < G(, /? < 1, actually Lip(cx, /?) = Z(cr, fl), and, for 0 < a < b = 1, 
a% I)= ffEChxZn: cti,(A 6) = O(P) and o,,,(f, 6) = 0(s)}. 
It is important to observe that if f eZ(a, /I), O< ~1, /I ~2, then the 
integrals in (1.6)-( 1.8) exist in the (absolute) Lebesgue sense and thus by 
Fubini’s theorem 
pyj ,y, ,y) =,pJ)(pJ), x, 4’) =,pJ)(po), x, y). (1.10) 
2. APPROXIMATION BY DOUBLE FOURIER SERIES 
We associate with the double Fourier series (1.1) the symmetric rec- 
tangular partial sums 
C,k(f) e’(‘r+k.v’ (m, n =o, l)... ). (2.1) 
/= m k = I, 
For y, 6 > -1, the Cesho means CJ:,,(~, x, y) of orders 7 and 6, or shortly, 
the (C, y, S)-nzetms of series ( 1.1) are defined by 
where 
A’= Y+nz 
! > 
=(Y+l)(Y+2)-++m) 
m m m! 
for m = 1, 2 ,... and A;= 1. (See, e.g., [ll, p. 771.) 
It follows from (1.2) that 
(2.2) 
x + u, y + u) K;(u) K;(u) du dv, (2.3) 
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where Q,(u) and K:(P) are the Fej&r krrrzrls in terms of u and I‘, respec- 
tively: 
Here 
K,,,(u)=-f- f A;;, 
A :,z ,= 0 
‘, D,(u). (2.4) 
D,(u)=;+ i cos pu 
{’ = I 
is the Dirichlct kernel. The following representation is an easy consequence 
of (2.3), 
where 
f$,, (u, t:) =,f’(.v + 24, .I’ + 1’) +.f7x ~ 74, .I’ + v) +.f’(x + u, ?‘- c) 
+.f’( .Y - 24, J’ ~ P) - 4,f’( s, y ). 
This representation plays a crucial role in the sequel due to the estimate 
M,,.(u, c)l < 2%,,(.L u) + 2%,,.c.f; cl (UT u30). 
For.f’E CznxZn, let E,,,,,(,f’) denote the best uniform approximation to f 
by double trigonometric polynomials T,,,,,(.u, J!) of degree <m with respect 
to s and of degree <n with respect to ~3: 
E ,,,, ,m = $,$ lI.f’(-c Y) - T,,,,,(-h J)ll; 
we use )/ 11 to denote the usual maximum norm in C,, X 7nr i.e., 
Analogous to the one-dimensional case, if j’E Z(sc, fl), 0 < x, fl< 1, then 
J%,,,m = Q c --L 1 (m+l)“+(rz 1 
This is an immediate consequence of 
PROPOSITION. [f f‘ E C,, x 2r, then 
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We are unable to find a reference to this proposition. Without entering 
into the details, we note that our proof closely follows that of the 
corresponding one-dimensional result. 
The following theorem characterizes the rate of approximation to 
functions fin Z(a, fi) by (C, y, 6)-means of their Fourier series. The picture 
obtained is similar to the one-dimensional case. That is, as far as the order 
of magnitude is concerned, the approximation rate by ~z~(“,(f, x, y) is the 
same as that given by E,,(f) is the case max(a, /?) < 1, while it gets worse 
by a factor “log” in the case max(a, 8) = 1. 
THEOREM 1. Zff E E(Lx, /II), 0 < LX, /? 6 1 und y, 6 > 0, then 
( 1 1 ~ - =O (m+l)‘+(n+l)~ > if O<U,b<l, 
if O<a</?=l, 
= ,$ h(m + 2) + ho + 2) 
m+l n+l 
if cr=fi=l. (2.6) 
This result for y > c( and 6 > p was proved in [4]. We emphasize that, 
according to (2.6), the rate of approximation does not depend on y or 6. 
The rate of approximation in each case of (2.6) is exact. This follows 
easily from the one-dimensional counterexamples (see, e.g., [ 11, p. 1231). 
Indeed, it suffices to take into account that if f(x, y) =g(x) + h(y) with 
g E Lip CI and h E Lip /I, 0 < CI, /I < 1, then f~ Lip(cr, B) and 
3. APPROXIMATION BY DOUBLE CONJUGATE SERIES 
The symmetric rectangular partial sums $R)(f, x, y), Sco,“(f, X, y), and 
?“%“(A x, y); the Ceshro means (‘,‘)ggJf, x, y), co.l)g:i;lan(A x, y), and 
“.‘)dg,,(f, x, y) of orders y and 6 for the double conjugate series (1.3))( 1.5) 
are defined analogously to (2.1) and (2.2). For instance, 
5 ( -i sign j) cik(f) er(lr+kr) 
,=-WI k= -,I 
64014914-4’ 
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The key fact is that if f’~ Z(a, /j) with a(, /j > 0, then the integral in (1.6) 
exists in the (absolute) Lebesgue sense and by Fubini’s theorem s”.O’[ f] is 
the double Fourier series of,T’l,O’, and consequently 
.?‘J’(,f; .Y, J) = s,,,,,(,ji”J’, .Y, J,) 1,111 
and 
“Tq;f,,( f; 8, y) = cr;;,~,(.p”‘, .Y, J’). 
From now on, we shall use the notations indicated in the right-hand sides 
of these equalities. Similar observations pertain to S”‘,“[,f] and S”.“[,f]. 
The following two theorems characterize the rate of approximation to 
the conjugate functions ,I;“.“’ and .f”,” by the (C, 7, 6)-means of the 
corresponding conjugate series for functions ,f’~ Z(a, /I). We will not deal 
with f;‘“” separately. All theorems on.7”” can be reformulated for j;“‘.” by 
taking their symmetric counterparts. 
Different from the one-dimensional case, the approximation rate both by 
cJ;,f,,(.7’ ‘.“‘) to .f”.“’ and by ~;~f,,( f”,“) to,T”.” is always worse at least by a 
factor “log” than the one that occurs in E,,,,(f‘). More precisely, the 
approximation rate by a;;~,,(,~“~“) to ,T”.“’ contains an extra factor 
log(m + 2) only if u = 1, but it does contain an extra factor log(n + 2) if 
fi< 1 and even an extra factor [log(n +2)12 if /I= 1. On the other hand, 
the approximation rate by a;$,@‘,“) to y”.” symmetrically contains an 
extra “log” factor in both tn and n if max(cr, /3) < 1, and an extra “log2” 
factor in both m and n if a=/I= 1. 
( 1 =fi! ~ 
(m+ 1)” 
+ bdn + 2) 
(n+ 1)” 1 
(f O<r, p< 1, 
= ~ 
( 
log(m + 2) + log(n + 2) 
m+l (n+ 1)” 1 
ifO<~<cr=l, 
( 
1 =(C ~ 
(m+ I)“+ 
Clog@ + 2)12 i?+l 1 ifo<a<p=1, 
= d 
‘( 
log(m + 2) + Clog(n + 2)12 
m+l nfl > if a=/?= 1. (3.1) 
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THEOREM 3. Zf,f E Z(a, /?), 0 < 2, /i’ d 1, and y, 6 > 0, then 
= c’, 
( 
log(m + 2) + log(n +2) 
(m-t 1)” (n + 1 )” ) 
!f o<x, /I< 1, 
= ((, 
( 
logon + 2) + Clog(n + 2,12 
(m + 1)” nfl > 
(fO<u<j= 1, 
=[ (lw(~~+2)1’+ Cb3(~+2)12 $ E=B= 1, (3,2) 
i 111 + 1 n+l > 
Theorems 2 and 3 were proved in [S] for the cases cx > :’ and /J > 6. 
Again the rate of approximation does not depend on 7 or 6. 
Both Theorems 2 and 3 can be improved for functions ,f‘~ Lip(cc, /I), 
0 < a, [j 6 1, in the cases where x = 1 and max(cc, 8) = 1, respectively. The 
approximation rate by CJ;;&(,~“.“‘) to f”.“’ drops the factor log(m + 2) for 
M = 1, but the factor log(n + 2) does remain for /I < 1, and, surprisingly, the 
factor [log(n + 2)]’ is unavoidable for /j = 1. On the other hand, the 
approximation rate by ~j;~~,(,f”~“) to .T”,‘) contains only “log” factors in 
both m and n for all x and /I, independently of whether c(, fi < 1 or = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Jf’,f‘~ Lip( x, B), 0 < CY, /j d 1 crnd y, 6 > 0, then 
F;;,,(f”~“‘) = I” ( j-& + l’;fy +$) if o<p< 1, 
i 
1 = p -------+ 
[log(n + 2)3> 
(m + 1)” n+l 1 
if’b=l. (3.3) 
THEOREM 5. If.f E Lip(cx, fi), 0~ c(, /I< 1 und y, 6 >O, then 
p(,p”‘) = (J ( log(m + 2) + log(n + 2) (m + 1)” > (n+l)” . (3.4) 
The rate of approximation in Theorems 4 and 5 is exact. This is shown 
by the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 6. There exist functions f = frg E Lip(cr, p), 0 < c(, fi < 1, such 
that for any y, 6 > 0 neither of the estimates 
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pd(,~“,O’) = o 
i 1 
I 
(m+ 1)” 
+ P(l(n)) if 0 < z < 1. 
=E.(m))+o(“;~~~)~‘) (fO</j< 1, 
= o(n(m)) + 0 
( 
CUog(n +2)l’ 
1 n+l 
cf B = 1, (3.5) 
can hold. 
Here and in the sequel, by {A(m): m = 0, l,...} we denote an arbitrary 
nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers tending to 0. 
THEOREM 7. There exist functions f = f, E Lip(cr, 1 ), 0 < ~16 1, such that 
for any y, 6 > 0 the estimate 
(3.6) 
cannot hold. 
From Theorems 6 and 7 it follows immediately that estimates (3.1 )(i) 
and (3.l)(iii) in Theorem 2 as well as estimate (3.2)(i) and the first part of 
(3.2)(ii) are exact. 
Finally, we show that estimates (3.l)(ii) and (3.1 )(iv) are also exact; that 
is, Theorem 2 is best possible. 
THEOREM 8. There exists a ,function ,f E Z( 1, 1) such that for any ‘J, 6 > 0 
the estimate 
rEt,,(7(1’o)) =0 (lo%: “) + fl’(j,(n)) (3.7) 
cannot hold. 
The only estimate whose exactness we are unable to prove is (3.2)(iii). 
Conjecture 1. There exists a function f E Z( 1, 1) such that for any 7, 
6 > 0 the estimate 
pJp”) = o 
( 
[10g;++12)12 
> 
+ @(i.(n)) 
cannot hold. 
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4. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let g(x) be a 2n-periodic continuous function of a single variable, in 
symbols gE C,,. We shall use the following notations: 
g(x): the conjugate function to g(x), 
rrL( g, x): the mth (C, y)-mean of the partial sums of the Fourier series 
of g, 
E,,(g): the best approximation to g by trigonometric polynomials of 
degree <m, 
o( g, 6) = w,( g, 6): the modulus of continuity of g, 
w,(g, 6): the modulus of smoothness of g. 
In the sequel, we need several well-known results from the 
approximation theory of periodic continuous functions in one variable. For 
the sake of convenience, we list them as follows: 
(a) Generalized Privalov’s theorem (see, e.g., [7, pp. 162-163, 39 11). 
If 
I 
a w(g, f) 
- dt = @(o(g, 6)) as 6 + +O, 
0 t 
then 
In particular, if 
then 
w( g, 6) = @(w(g, 6)). 
w(g, d) = O(F)) O<adl, 
w( g, 6) = P(cY) if O<a<l, 
= cy 6 log t, if ~=l. 
All these statements remain valid if “0” is substituted for “0” both in the 
conditions and in the conclusions. 
(b) Zygmund’s theorem [9]. If 
then 
co2(g,b)=o 6”log”; 
( > 
(c) Relation between the moduli of continuity and of smoothness 
(see, e.g., 17, p. 1071). If 
02( g, 6) = C’(P), O<cc<l, 
then 
w( g, 6) = 1(,(P) if O<x<l, 
=C( 6logi 
i i 
if a=l. 
(d) Alexits’ theorem (see, e.g., [ 11, p. 1231). 2 E Lip 1 if and only if 
where II.11 is the usual “max” norm in C’2n. 
(e) For the Fqj&r kernel K:;,(u) (see (2.4)) we have 
and 
if ;‘>O; 
(see, e.g., 111, p. 941). 
(f) Jackson’s theorem (see, e.g., [ 7, p. 260]), 
(g) Stechkin’s inequalities [6; 7, p. 3311. 
+&)=~‘(&p,k)) 
and 
(h) Continuity of 2 (see, e.g., [7, p. 3191). If 
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then g E Cz, and 
Now we present a number of lemmas. The first of them is known in the 
literature, while the others are new. 
LEMMA 1. [fg E Czn and y > 0, then 
agg,x-g(x)= ‘r’ j’ g(x + u) + g(.u - u) - 2g(x) du 
7c(m+ 1) I ,1,1+,, 
7 
+~+*(g>-&))~ u- (4.1) 
bcith “C!” independent of m, .Y, und g. 
This estimate was proved by Efimov [2] for 7 = I and by Guo [3] for 
y > 0. 
The following lemma expresses an important consequence of Lemma 1 
often used in the sequel. In particular, it is used to prove Theorems 4 
and 5. 
LEMMA 2. [j”g E Lip 1, then 
I 
-I ,f(x+ u)+f(x-u)-2g(x) 
l2 
du = l”( 1 ). (4.2) 
I!(rrr+ I)
Remark. In (4.2) we can equally well take the integral j;,,W,+ ,) instead 
ofS;i(,n+ I) because of the absolute convergence of J; (g(.~ + U) + g(.\- - U) - 
2g’(x)) u * du. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Applying (4.1 ) for g and y = 1 yields 
c$(&x-g(x)= l lC 
7c(m+ 1) I~(,,~+I) 
g(u+z4)+g(x-u)-2g(x)du 
u2 
Clearly g E Lip 1 implies o,(g, 6) = 6(6) and, by Zygmund’s theorem, 
o,(g, 6) = O(6). Consequently, 
(4.4) 
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On the other hand, by Alexits’ theorem 
IlatE, x) -t?(x)11 = 6 ---& i 1 (4.5) 
Combining (4.3))(4.5) provides (4.2). 
The next lemma is a natural extension of Lemma 1 to functions in two 
variables and will be the main tool in the proofs of Theorems l-5. 
LEMMA 3. If f E C,, x 2n and y, 6 > 0, then 
CXL x2 Y)-f(4 Y) 
y6 = 7c2(m + 1 )(n + 1) !‘,:,lz+ ,) ?‘,;,.+ ,,% 
x {[f(x+u,Y+v)+f‘(x-u,?:+v)-2f(x,y+u)l 
+[f(x+u,!'-z:)+.f(x-u, y-v)-2J‘(-Y,y--)l 
-2[.f‘(.x+u, y)+.f(x-u, y)-?f‘(-u, J)l) 
(4.6) 
lvith “~5” independent of m, n, x, ~3, und ,fI 
Before sketching the proof of this lemma, we introduce two notations we 
use frequently later on. Given a function f(x, ~9) we can consider ,f as a 
function of x for each fixed ~9, as well as a function of y for each fixed .x 
denoted, respectively, by 
g,.(.u) =.f,T Y) and h,(y) =.f’(-K, ~1, 
Obviously, if f c C,, y 2n, then g,. E CZn for every y and 
k,.(x) =.f’yx, y); 
furthermore, h ~ E C,, for every x and 
K,.(y) =.p”yK, y). 
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Proof of Lemma 3. We use representation (2.5) and the corresponding 
one-dimensional representation 
1 x =-- .jo Cf(x+u, y)+f(x-UT y)-2f(x, Y)l mu)du. 
On the basis of these representations we can deduce the recurrent relation 
q3.L -% Y) -.f(x, Y) = C&J~k,.~ xl -g,.(x)3 Y) - wAg.v x) -&(J4)1 
+ Cc&? xl -&(X)1 + Cm?c Y) -h,(Y)1.(4.7) 
Now, (4.6) is a consequence of (4.7) and of the repeated application of 
(4.1). We do not go into further details. 
The following lemma will be useful in the proofs of Theorems 6 and 7. 
LEMMA 4. Jff E CZnxZn and y, 6 > 0, then for every fixed m, 
lim lb:~::,(~ x, I’) - afn(gJ., x)ll = 0 (4.8 1 ,I f % 
and for every ,fixed n, 
lim Il~::::,(f, x, y) - oi(h,, y)ll = 0. (4.9) m - x 
Proqf: We will prove only (4.8). Using representation (2.3) and the 
corresponding one-dimensional representation 
agg,,, x)=’ c A x A g,,(x + u) Q(u) du 
1 n n 
=i 71 i c 
f(x + u, y) KA(u) K;(v) du dv, 
-r x 
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whence, by (e), 
which is (4.8) to be proved. Here the estimate o( 1) is the well-known 
FejCrRiesz theorem (see, e.g., [ 11, pp. 94--951) while, taking into account 
that .f‘E C2n x 2n is uniformly continuous in x and J’, it follows that o( 1) does 
not depend on x and J’ but merely on 6. Similarly, I”( 1) depends only on 7. 
If,fe Lip@, /3), 0 < x, /j 6 1, then the conjugate functions.T”.“‘, .T”‘,“, and 
p.11 need not belong to the same Lip(cc, [I) (see [l, 81 for the case where 
x = fl), but they are in a function class close to it as Lemma 5 shows. 
LEMMA 5. /f’,f’~ Lip(x, p). 0 < SI, {I 6 1. rhrn 
(I&(.py 6)= C(P) if’ O<r<l, 
if’ a = 1; (4.10) 
; (4.11) 
if’ O<r<l, 
if’ r=l. (4.12) 
The corresponding estimates for ~&f”‘.“, 6), ~,(,fi(~.“, 6) and 
o .(~“~” 6) are the symmetric counterparts of (4.11), (4.10), and (4.12). 
respectively. 
It follows from the corresponding one-dimensional counterexamples that 
estimate (4.10) is exact, and it follows from Lemma 7 below that estimates 
(4.11) and (4.12)(i) are also exact. The only estimate whose exactness we 
are unable to prove is (4.12)(n). 
Conjecture 2. There exists a function J‘E Lip( 1,l) such that the estimate 
(6 + +O) 
cannot hold. 
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Proqf qf Lemma 5. Estimate (4.10) can be obtained via Privalov’s 
theorem applied to g,.(x) =,f(x, y). 
In order to prove (4.11), let L’ > 0 and choose E such that set = /I. Splitting 
both integrals into two parts gives 
p”yx, ?‘+ u) -pO)(x, y) 
= -t 1;’ [f(x + u, I’ + u) -.f‘(x - 24, y + u)] ; cot ; u du 
+; c,: [f(x + u, y) -.f(x - u, y)] ; cot ; u du 
-; s,: [f‘(x + u, y + u) -.f(x + u, y)] ; cot ; u du 
+ ; c,r [.f(x ~ u, I’ + u) -,f’(x -- u, ,I,)] ; cot ; u du, (4.13) 
whence 
p.“‘(x, I’ + u) -f”.“‘(X, ,v)l 
2 I-l I’(u”) 
=-J __ 
du+2 Qw)du 
710 u s- ?L$ u 
This results in (4.11). 
Now we turn to the proof of (4.12). The crucial relation is (1.10). Let 
u > 0 and choose ‘1 such that y/I = x. Similar to (4.13), 
.p’(x + u, y) -.pyx, y) 
= -;I,, [j=“,“(x+u, y+u)-~“,“(x+u, y-r)]fcot;udc 
1 1 
+; 1,‘ [~“~“‘(x, 1’ + u) -f”30’(x, y - u)] - cot - u du 
2 2 
= -is,:’ [j=“‘“‘(x+~, y+t’)--f”“‘(x+u, y-u)];cot;udu 
+; i:” [Ji”~“‘(x, y + u) -,T”,“‘(x, y - c)] ; cot; u dv 
1 n 
-4 7 C rl u’i 
(‘,O)(x + u, y + u) -~cl~o’(x, y + u)] ; cot; v do 
+; i,, [T(‘,O)(x + u,~ - u) -T(‘.O’(x, y - u)] ; cot ; u du. (4.14) 
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Hence for O<cr< 1, by (4.10) and (4.11) 
while for c( = 1, 
proving (4.12). 
The moduli of smoothness of the conjugate functions ,T”,“‘. .T’“.“, and 
7 “,‘I exhibit a nicer behavior than the corresponding moduli of continuity, 
in accordance with the one-dimensional experience. 
LEMMA 6. Jf,f E Z(z, fi) and 0 < x, fi < 2, then 
02,,(p0’, S) = C/(P), (4.15) 
w2, I Q”.“‘, 6) = C’ (4.16) 
(4.17) 
We note that the corresponding estimates for ~r)~,,(.f”‘.“, a), o,,,(.?;‘““, ri) 
and w. ,.tf “,” 6) are the symmetric counterparts of (4.16), (4.15), and 
(4.17) respectkely. 
Proof qf Lemma 6. First, we prove that if 
w2,\-(f; S) = O(P), O<r<2, 
then (4.15) holds. This is a consequence of Privalov’s theorem if 0 < r < 1 
and of Zygmund’s theorem if r = 1. In the general case 0 < r < 2, we apply 
(g), (h), and (f) to &(x)=.~“,~‘(x, y) in order to obtain 
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= 
fl 
i 
&,$ (j+l)qg,) 
J-0 
+& .i (j+l) f y} 
I-0 k=j+ I 
1 
=O (m+ly . ( ) 
This proves (4.15). 
Second, we prove (4.16). Let II > 0 and choose E such that E min(cr, 1) = 8. 
Similar to (4.13), 
T”,“‘(X, y + u) +7(‘.O’(x, y - u) - 27’l*O’(x, y) 
= -;/;c [f(x+u, y+u)-f(x-24, y+uj];COt;Udu 
-a/f 
/ 
[f(x+u, y-u)-f(,y-2t, y--~j]~c0t~2dd2.4 
+ f .i,:’ [f(x + u, y) -f(x - u, y)] ; cot ; u du 
-; j-1 [f(x + u, y + u) +f(x + u, y - II) - 2f(x + u, y)] ; cot ; u du 
+;jy Cf(x-4 Y+Uj+f( 
I/ 
x-u, y-u)-2f(x-u, y)];cot;udu, 
(4.18) 
whence 
jpO)(x, y + u) +p”‘(x, y-u) - 2”P0’(x, y)l 
4 =- 
s 
” ‘b,..fl; ‘1) du +; J; ‘b2.f ‘)) du. 
710 
(4.19) 
BY (c)s 
i 
ur ~(q,(f, u)) du 
0 l4 
= c?qP) = O(ufi) if O<cc<l, 
=0(1~‘log~j=D(u~log~) if lda<2. (4.20) 
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Clearly, 
(4.21 ) 
Combining (4.19)-(4.21) yields (4.16). 
Third, we prove (4.17). Let td> 0 and fix p such that 0 < fl< min(/j. I ). 
Then choose q such that VP= a. Using representation (I. IO) and arguing 
similarly to (4.14) and (4.18) results in 
pyx + u, y) +,f”J’(x ~ u, ,l,) - 27”9S, )‘)I 
4 f-u” (“(Ol,,,(,p”‘, 11)) 
=-1 
dll + - ) 
2 p71 ~‘(w,.,(.p? u)) dr, 
71 0 1’ 71 d [,if I‘ 
By (4.16) and the choice of /?, 
(u2,,(.p’, L’) = Ii (P”). 
whence by (c), 
w’,,.(,p’, r) = C(/lb). 
Now, we can complete the proof of (4.17) in the same manner as above in 
the case of the proof of (4.16). 
We use Lemmas 5 and 6 in the proofs of Theorems 2-5. The next lemma 
is of basic importance in proving Theorems 6 and 7. To prove Theorem 8 
we provide a direct counterexample. 
LEMMA 7. Let w,(S) und tuz(s) be tw’o moduli of’continuit~~; ol is strict!)’ 
increusing at a certain right-hand neighborhood of’ 6 = 0. l&fine 
Xh =w’ ‘(W(2 h ?)) (k >, k,,), (4.22) 
where o, ’ denotes the imerse f’unction qf‘cu, at a right-hand neighborhood of 
6 = 0. Assume that x~, < 1 and 
x1 d c, Xk + , (k 3 k,)> (4.23 
with a constant C, and an integer k,. 
Then there exists a function f E CZnxzn .such that 
~I,,(.6 6) = qo,(d)), (4.24 
%.,(.1; 6)= L”(U2(6)), (4.25 
and 
U2v(“p30J,2-k- 2)>c,w2(2 +‘)log$ (k 3 ko), (4.26 
h 
with a constant C2 > 0. 
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It is clear that if 
o,(S)=S2 and o,(6) = 6”, O<r, fl< 1, 
then sk is defined for every k = 0, l,... and condition (4.23) is satisfied (but 
it may happen that ;Y~ > 1 for finitely many values of k). In this particular 
case, by (4.24))(4.26) there exists a function ,f~ Lip(cc, p) such that 
u~,~.(,~“.“‘, 2 -’ ‘) 3 C,(k + 1 ) 2 ‘jk (k = 0, l,...) 
with another constant C, > 0. We state this corollary in the form of 
LEMMA 8. There exist ,functions f‘= ,f,] E Lip( 1, ,!I), 0 < B < I, such that 
the estimate 
(4.27) 
cannot hold. 
The symmetric counterpart of Lemma 8 says that there exist (possibly 
other) functions f =,f, E Lip(a, l), 0 < c( < 1, such that the estimate 
u*,,(.p’), 6) = 0 
1 ( > 6” log - 6 
cannot hold. 
According to (4.27) and (4.28), estimates (4.11) and (4.12)(i) as well as 
(4.16) and (4.17) are the best possible. 
Proof qf Lemma 7. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
w,(6) is strictly increasing for every 6 2 0, that x0 < 1, and that xk is a 
strictly decreasing sequence for k = 0, l,... 
Define f E CIA x Zn as 
.f(K y) = 0 
=o 
if -7c<x<n, -n< yd0, oridydrcor 
2-k. I +2-k-3< y62-k-2-k-2; 
if - rt<x< -Xk, y=2-k; 
= 0,(2 k-2 x+xk I- if 
xk 
-x,<x<o, y=2-k; 
x0,(2--k-*) if Odxd~r-x,, ~=2-~~; 
X-X =w2(2-k-*)- if n-x,dxd7r, ~=2-~; 
xk 
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where k = 0, l,... in each case; and f(x, y) is defined by means of a linear 
interpolation for each x, -n < I < 71, and for each of the intervals 
2-“-z -<L’f2~ h and 2mk<y<2-h+2-k * (k=O, l,...). 
First, we will check (4.24). To this effect, let -n < x, y d n and u > 0 be 
given and we estimate \.f(x + U, y) -f(x, v)]. We may assume that 
0~ ,v<; and u <x0; in particular, 
2~~j-2 ’ ‘<y<2 ‘+2 J-2 (4.29) 
and 
x k+,<U<Xk 
with some k, I= 0, l,.... 
If k <I, then the “worst” case occurs where y = 2 mk: 
m + u, Y) -.I-(-? ??)I 
d w,(2 ~ k 2)=w1(u,-’ (W*w-*)))=WI(Xk) 
~~,(C,x,+,)b~,(C,u)=~(~,(u)). 
If k > I, then the “worst” case occurs where y = 2-I: 
m + u, Y 1 -.fb, ?)I 
Second, we verify (4.25). To this end, we estimate If(x, y + o) -f(x, y)l, 
where - TC < x, y < TC and u > 0 are given. We may assume that 0 < y < 3 
and u <: a, in particular, 
2-k 3<u<2-“-2 (4.30) 
with some k = 0, I,.... 
If y d 2 Pk + 2 -‘-I, then clearly 
I.f-u, y+u)-j-(x, .v)( <o&(2- k-2)62w,(u). 
If (4.29) is the case with I< k, then by (4.30), 
I.f(x, Y + u) -J‘(K Y)l 
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Third, we will show (4.26). Let x = 0, 
u>,=2m~-2 k-2, I.k=2ph, and =,=2 ~“$2-” 1 (k = 0, l,...). 
By definition, 
f’(u, wk)=f(u, r,)=O for every 24, 
consequently, 
pa’ (0, Wk) =.p.O’(o, zx) = 0. 
On the other hand, 
--I 1 \I (A(2 h 
n 0 
‘)~;cot;udu 
. h 
-4 1 7f li (1) 2 ( 2 
i-c \I 
h ‘);cot+ 
I = 
--.I 
71--Y 1 
W,(2 k I)----- 
1 
cot - u du, 
7r x \A .YI, 2 2 
whence 
with a constant C, > 0. Now, (4.26) follows from (4.31 ) and the trivial 
estimate 
(“12,) c.7” ()I, 2 x ‘) 3 pyo, Wh) +,pyo, Zk) - 2,j;“.“‘(O, yk)I 
= 21.7;“.“‘(0, Jh)l. 
5. THE SATURATION PROBLEM 
It is easy to see that if for a function ,f‘~ C,, x Zn we have 
with certain fixed y, 6 > 0, then necessarily ,f’= constant (cf. the 
corresponding one-dimensional result in [ 11, p. 1221). In other words, 
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the operator o;,f,,( f’ ) is saturable with the .snruration order 
( f/(nr + 1) + ll(n + I ) ). The collection of functions 
is called the safurution cluss of r~;;C,~(,f’). Now, we can easily show that 
f’E c ?n * 277 is a saturation function if and only if 
OI,(,~“.“‘, 6) = (‘(6) and UJ~,(,~(~‘~‘~, ii) = I’(6). (5.1) 
In fact, if j‘s .8, then letting n + x8, by Lemma 4 we get for every I’, 
and “P’ is independent of y. From Alexits’ theorem, the first inequality in 
(5. I ) follows. The second one can be obtained analogously. 
Conversely, assume (5.1 ) holds. Then thanks to relation (4.7), Alexits’ 
theorem, and the continuity of the operator o:(h), we can conclude 
eventually that ,f’~ 9. 
In a similar manner, we can verify that the operators ~$,(f”.“‘) and 
a&(,f;“.“) are also saturable with the saturation order { I/(M + I)+ 
I/(n + I )). Denote by g”.“’ and ~$(‘.‘) the corresponding saturation classes. 
Then ,f‘ E ,P (‘J’ if and only if 
W,(,f; 6) = C (6) and o,.(f”.“, ii) = d (6) (5.2) 
while ,f’ E .g “.‘I if and only if 
~,(,fi(“.“, 6) = P(6) and u~.(,~“.~‘~, 6) = e’(s). (5.3) 
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS l- 5 
In each case, the key formula is (4.6) in Lemma 3. 
Proof’cf Theorem 1. Since oz,,.(J; 6) = Cr(S’), we have 
I 
x .f‘(.y + u, J-1 +.f(x - K y) - 2f(-x, y) da 
I:(,,r + I ) u2 
=(‘(l) rX z lC(uZ) & 
‘I,(rni I) u 
=C((m+ l)‘--“) if O<a<l, 
= cqlog(m + 2)) if cc=l. (6.1) 
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Similarly, o,,Jf, 6) = 0(6”) and 
I 
3c f(-% .Y+ 0) +f(x, Y - t’) - 2f(x, Y) dv 
I/(n + 1) zi2 
=O((n+ l)‘-D) if O<fl< 1, 
= B(log(n + 2)) if /I= 1; (6.2) 
and 
J,:,,,, 1) i: s Cfb+u, ,v+u)+f(x-4 Y+u)--f(x, y+v)l 
=ql)jn (Yu? 
l/‘m + 1) 
-+Uj% $ 
ll’n + I ) lJ 
=O((n+ l)(m+ l)‘-“) if O<cr< 1, 
=O((n+ l)log(m+2)) if a=l; 
and two more similar estimates. 
Combining (4.6) and (6.1))(6.3) yields (2.6). 
(6.3) 
Proof of Theorem 2. This time we make use of Lemma 6 together with 
Lemma 3 (the latter applied to f”,“‘). Analogously to (6.1), by (4.15) we 
have 
s 
5 f”,O)(X + u, y) +y”,O’(x - u, y) - 2T”.“‘(X, y) 
u2 
du 
II’m + I) 
=Cl((m+l)‘~l) if O<a<l, 
= Co(log(m + 2)) if z=l. 
BY (4.16), 
(6.4) 
s = pO’(x, y + u) +f(‘.O’(x, y - v) - p~“‘ x, Y) dv I/‘,1 + 1) V2 
=0(l) j* O(u” log l/u) dv 
I/‘!1 + I ) V2 
=O((n+ l)‘~~“log(n+2)) if O<p<l, 
= (Clog(n + 2)12) if /I= 1; (6.5) 
and three more similar estimates. 
Collecting (4.6), (4.15), (4.16), (6.4) and (6.5) provides (3.1). 
Proof of Theorem 3. It is essentially a repetition of that of Theorem 2, 
with the exception that this time we apply Lemma 3 tof”,” and use (4.17) 
and its symmetric counterpart instead of (4.15) and (4.16). 
640149!4-5 
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Proof qf’ Theorem 4. 
(3.3) coincide. Thus, we 
O-C/I< 1. To this goal, 
Lemma 2 into account. 
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For O<CX<~ and O<[j<l, estimates (3.1) and 
have to prove (3.3) in the case where x = I and 
we will apply Lemma 3 to ,j;“.“’ while taking 
To go into details, by assumption g,(x) E Lip 1 for every J, where 
g,.(x) =,f(x, y). Therefore, by (4.2) 
Y ’ 
7c(m+ 1) c 
j--)(x + u, y) +,pyx ~ 24, y) - 2J;“,“‘(X, y) c~u - 
I.(nr+ I) u2 
1, 
s 
% i 
=n(m+ 1) 
g,,(-x+u)+g,(v-u)-2g(.x)du+(i 
(6.6) 
l’(m+l) u2 
where “P’ is independent of x and JJ. Estimate (6.6) clearly remains true if J’ 
is replaced in turn by y + L’ and .v - u. 
Due to (4.16), a simple computation gives 
(6.7) 
where “6” is independent of .Y and J’. 
Finally, we apply Lemma 3 to T”.“‘. Then by (4.6) (6.6) (with J‘, .I’+ 11, 
and Y-U), (6.7), (4.15), and (4.16) we get 
lo~~,l(.~“~“‘, x, y) -.f”~“)(X, y)l 
( 
1 +o - 
mfl 
+ log(n + 2 1 
(n + 1)” j 
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where the “0” are independent of x and JJ. This proves (3.3) in the case 
CI= 1 and O</?d 1. 
Proqf qf Theorem 5. For 0 < cr, p < 1 estimates (3.2) and (3.4) coincide. 
Also we have to prove (3.4) in the case where max(cr, b) = 1. For example, 
let r=l andO<p<l. 
We introduce an auxiliary function G, defined by 
3c 
G,(,x, Y) = 1, 
f”,“‘(x + 24, y) +“pO’(x - u, y) - 2r(‘,0)(x, y) du 
u2 
(6.8) 
By assumption f E Lip( 1, /?), and thus g,.(x) = f(x, y) E Lip 1 for every y. 
Applying Lemma 2 to g,, results in the crucial estimate 
G,(x, y) = O( 1 ) as t + +O, (6.9) 
where “P’ is uniform in x and y. 
We will consider the conjugate function to G, with respect to y: 
~:“%, y) = -; 6 [G,(x, y + II) - G,(x, I’ - u)] ; cot ; u du. 
On the one hand, keeping (6.8) in mind, GjO.‘) can be estimated in the 
following way. Let E = l/p and decompose the integral j; =I: + s; with 
respect to U: 
z;y ‘(x, y) 
1 ” 1 
-4 - 
1 
cot-v dv 
7tro2 2 s 
x du 
f 7 
x { [j=“~“‘(X +u, I’ + u) -pO’(x + u, y - u)] 
+ pyx - 14 J’+ /I) -p,yx - u, y - v)] 
- 2[j=“,O’(x, ,I’ + v) -.p”‘(x, y - U)]} 
-4 1 El cot - v dv j 
x du 
7t,.z 2 1 I 2 
x { [y’.“‘(x + 24, y + u) +“pO)(x- u, y + v) - 2T”X0’(x, I’+ v)] 
- [f”~“‘(X + u, 4’ - v) +pyx- u, y - v) - 2~“~o’(X, I’- v)]) 
=J, +J*, say. (6.10) 
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BY (4.11), 
=yt.~iog~)=G(log~) as t+ +o. 
t 
(6.11) 
To estimate J2, the decisive fact is that the inner integral is O( 1) due to 
Lemma 2. So 
,J2,~~~~~~~(l)=~(logf) as t + +O. (6.12) 
To sum up, (6.11) and (6.12) yield 
@“J)(x, y) = 0 
i 1 
log f as t -+ +O, (6.13) 
where the “0” are independent of x and y. 
On the other hand, by Fubini’s theorem (cf. (6.6)) 
G;“J’(x, y) 
=j,‘!j( - !J; [T(‘.‘)(x + u, y + v) -.f”30’(x + u, y - v)] ; cot; c’ dtl 
(x-u, y+v)-,~“~“‘(x-u, y-v)];cot;cdv 
1 
+ 11; [~“~“‘(x, y + v) -7”-“‘(x, y - v)] - cot ; v du) 
2 
= 
s 
-q”,“(X + u, y) +p’(x- u, y) - 2pyx, y) du, 
(6.14) 
I U2 
Combining (6.13) and (6.14) results in 
Y 
I 
= 
Jl(m+ 1) 
pyx + 24, y) +J-‘.1)(x- 24, y) - 2~“,‘)(X, y) du 
l/(m+l) 
Y 
=7+2+ 1) 
(lo;+;29 
Q&J+ 1)(X, Y)‘O m 1 (6.15) 
where “Lo” is independent of x and y. 
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Similarly, in case j3 = 1 we have 
6 
I 
z 
71(n + 1) 
f”J’(X, y + u) +f’yx, y - II) - 2yyx, y) dv 
l/(n+ I) V2 
(6.16) 
while in case 0 < fi < 1 we have (making use of the symmetric counterpart 
of (4.17)) 
where “6” is independent of x and y. 
Now we apply Lemma 3 to f (r,“. On account of (4.6), (6.15)-(6.17) 
(clearly, (6.15) holds true if 4’ is replaced in turn by y + u and y - u), (4.17), 
and its symmetric counterpart, we can conclude that 
Io~,,(f”J’ 2 x, y) -.P%, y)l 
- x LqoEy))+c(lo~;2)) 
n(n+ 1) i I,(n+l) 0 
+:; )( r Wn+2) +@ 
(n + 1)” 
log(m+2)+log(n+2) 
m+l (n + 1)” > 
= Q log(m +2) + log(n + 2) 
m+l > (n+l)lR ’ 
where the “0” are uniform in x and y. This proves (3.4) in the case where 
cr=l andO<B<l. 
The proof in the case 0 < a d 1 and /? = 1 is similar and therefore we omit 
it. 
7. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 68 
As before, we set g,.(x) =f(x, y). Then 
g,.(x) =P”‘(x, Y) 
and 
&y,(x) =$qy&‘.O) = -f(x, y) +f(o, y). (7.1) 
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Procfqf Theorem 6. If (3.5)(i) holds, then letting n + x via Lemma 4. 
we get for every fixed J’ 
If u = 1, this implies that gi.(x) = constant depending on J, since l/(m + 1) 
is the saturation order. This is a contradiction. 
Now we deal with the case 0 <X < 1. From (7.2) it follows that 
1 
E,(‘Q,.)=o ~ ( 1 (m+l)’ 
which implies in turn by (g) 
w,(k,., 6) = 0(6”), 
and by (a), 
WY& 6) = o(P). 
According to (7.1), the latter inequality is equivalent to 
o,(.L 6) = o(@) 
which is impossible in general. 
Second, assume that (3.5)(ii) holds. Letting m + z via Lemma 4, we get 
for every fixed x 
where this time we set h,(y) =,T”~“‘(.u, ,v) with,f‘E Lip(%, /I), o <b < I, from 
Lemma 8. This yields 
whence by (g) 
u,.(h,,6)=o @log; 
( 1 
which is equivalent to 
The latter estimate cannot hold owing to Lemma 8. 
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Third, assume that (3.5)(iii) holds. Letting again m -+ co, via Lemma 4 
we get for every fixed x, 
mv Y) -h,(Y) = 0 
( 
Clog(n + aI2 
n+l ! (7.3) 
with another h,(y) =y(‘,o)(x, y), where f~ Lip( 1, 1) will be defined later 
on. We apply Lemma 1 to h ~ E C,, and 6 > 0. By (4.1), 
qyL Y)-h,(Y) 
a 
=--- 
dn+ 1) s 
h&Y + VI + h,(Y - 0) - Wx(Y) dt 
I/c,,+I) 
+Lily ,(h 
V2 
1 P 
2.1 -)) “‘n+l ’ 
whence, on account of (7.3), we get that 
6 
I 
x 
4n+ 1) 
f”,O’(x, J’ + u) +p,O’(x, y - v) - 2pyx, y) dv 
1i0~+1) u 
2 
By (4.11) we have 
Combining this inequality with (7.4) yields 
J,(.Y, Y) = 
q=(‘.O’(x, y + u) +f(‘,O’(x, y - 0) - 2y”Jyx, y) dv 
V2 
1 
= 0 log27 ( ! as t-+ +o. 
On the other hand, consider the functionfE CZnxZn defined by 
f(~, y)=min(x, y,7c-x,~---) if O<x, yd7r, 
=o if -n<x<O, -n<y<n,or 
o<x<q -7z6y60. 
It is obvious that f~ Lip( 1, 1). Setting x = 0, by definition, 
(7.4) 
f(‘,‘)(O, y) = -; jfj-(u, y); cot; u du. 
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Setting also y = 0, 
whence 
(7.6) 
with a constant C, > 0. Clearly, (7.5) and (7.6) contradict each other. 
Proof@” Theorem 7. Assume that (3.6) holds with thef E Lip(cc, 1) from 
the symmetric counterpart of Lemma 8, i.e., for which (4.28) is not 
satisfied. Set cp,.(x) =,f”,“(x, ,r) for every fixed y. Then by letting rr + xl in 
(3.6), due to Lemma 4, we get that 
Hence obviously 
and, by the second Stechkin inequality, 
~,,,(~“.“,s)=w,(cp,,6)=0 Flog; 
c 1 
Since 
Qv(x) qqy.0) = -f’“J’(,y, 4’) +,p’.“(Q y) 
(cf. (7.1)), we can conclude, using (a), that 
o2.J.7 (“~“,q=w2(@)I,6)=o 
But the inequality just obtained cannot hold according to the symmetric 
counterpart of Lemma 8. 
Proof of Theorem 8. We set f(x, .y) = g(x), where g E Cz, is defined by 
the condition that 
g(x)= 1x1-4 if -7r<x<7r, 
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i.e., g = -d (if we require in addition that g(0) = 0). Clearly 2 E Z(l), so by 
(b) (with e=O) we also have gEZ(l), and thusfEZ(1, 1). 
Now if (3.7) holds, then letting H -+ co, via Lemma 4 we get that 
Putting x=0, and using Lemma 2, 
‘/ n s au)+ac-~,-*g’(o) =7ctm+ 1)I:(m+l) U2 ,.+(R,&)) 
7 n 
= 
n(m+ 1) s 
2”du+O --& 
I:(m+l) 22 i > 
2y 1 
= 7c(m + 1) 
log7r(m+1)+0 - 
( > m+l 
This contradicts (7.7) and the proof of Theorem 8 is complete. 
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